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On the heels of an amazing fall quarter and 
on the horizon of an even better winter 
and spring, it is with great joy that I wish 
the students, parents, club leaders, faculty, 
staff, industrial partners, alumni and the 
entire Cal Poly CE/ENVE community an 
emphatic Happy New Year.  
 
This past quarter two new tenure-track 
professors started in our department, 
Dr. Amro El Badawy in environmental 
engineering and Dr. Hani Alzraiee in 
construction engineering. 

We welcomed a new class of students 
including 126 civil engineering freshmen, 
37 environmental engineering freshmen, 
39 transfer and 21 CE/ENVE graduate 
students.  

In December, we successfully conferred 
degrees to 27 students and congratulated 
them at a student luncheon. That same 
night, we hosted our first Partners Dinner 
where we celebrated the success of our 
scholarship recipients side by side with our 
industry partners.  

We completed renovations in our Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) Laboratory, 
dedicated the new Hal Cota Laboratory, 
and updated the CE/ENVE Trophy Room 
with a concrete canoe display case. 

We welcomed three new five-year 
laboratory sponsorships through the 
generous donations of ZFA Structural 
Engineers, Clark Pacific and Chevron.
 
During the remainder of the 2018-19 
academic year, we will officially launch a 
Concrete Canoe Endowment Fund and 
in April will host the Pacific Southwest 
Regional Conference, inviting student 
participants from 18 universities.  

Letter from
the Chair

Every year gets better and better — our students, our clubs 
and our department.

As we grow our network of professional-student 
mentorship, alumni support bases and industrial 
partnerships, we continue to raise the bar of excellence. 
 
I wish you the best of luck and fortune in 2019. 

Charles Chadwell
Department Chair
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Scholarships

Alex Deatherage 
Civil Engineering

Adele Alessio Scholarship Endowment 
Fund for Civil Engineering

These scholarship recipients were selected for their 
respective scholarships after careful consideration of 
their academic achievements, extracurricular activities 
and strides they’ve made towards their career goals.

We want to extend a spenical thank you to all our 
generous scholarship donors.

Alyssa Swanson 
Civil Engineering

Clark Construction Engineering 
Scholarship

Amara Cairns 
Environmental Engineering

Chevron Scholarship for 
Environmental Engineering

Anna Johnson 
Civil Engineering

Cord Meier Memorial Civil 
Engineering Scholarship

Brianna Edwards 
Civil Engineering

Mary and Dale Strunk Scholarship 
Endowment for Civil and 

Environmental Engineering

Calvin Wang 
Civil Engineering

LAM Research Engineering 
Scholarship for Civil Engineering

Daniela Vazquez 
Civil Engineering

Clark Construction Engineering 
Scholarship

Diego Rivera 
Civil Engineering

Martini Scholarship for Civil & 
Environmental Engineering

Emily Miller
Graduate CE/ENVE 

John Stephen Larson Memorial 
Scholarship Endowment

Erika Wilson 
Environmental Engineering
Chevron Environmental Scholarship 

Endowment for Environmental 
Engineering

Erin Wagner 
Environmental Engineering

Adele Alessio Scholarship Endowment 
Fund for Environmental Engineering

Fabian Leon 
Civil Engineering

Boeing Engineering Scholarships for 
Civil Engineering

Hayley Aarsvold 
Environmental Engineering
Environmental Research Foundation 

Award Endowment

Jordan Wong 
Civil Engineering

Chevron Scholarship for Civil 
Engineering

Justin Saeidian 
Civil Engineering

San Marcos Grange Civil Engineering 
Scholarship Endowment

Karin Finney 
Environmental Engineering
Constant J. and Dorothy F. Chrones 

Scholarship Endowment for 
Environmental Engineering

Kathryn Elizabeth Baker 
Environmental Engineering
Constant J. and Dorothy F. Chrones 

Scholarship Endowment for 
Environmental Engineering

Katie Miller 
Environmental Engineering

Dragoslav M. Misic Scholarship 
Endowment

Sydney Poyd 
Civil Engineering

Rollo & Ridley, Inc. Geotechnical 
Engineering Scholarship Endowment

Vanessa See 
Civil Engineering

Chris Rockway Scholarship 
Endowment, Ed Sullivan Memorial 

Scholarship Endowment
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Alex Huang, second-year 
civil engineering student, 
is hoping to break the 

Guinness World Record for the 
longest chain reaction in the world 
this summer.

Last June, Huang and his team 
created a 300-step chain reaction 
during their 2018 REACTICA 
event at the Children’s Discovery 
Museum of San Jose. They will 
attempt to break the current 
Guinness World Record for the 
longest chain reaction of 412 steps 
during the 2019 REACTICA in San 
Jose this June.

The seven-member team spent 
over a week constructing and 
designing their chain reaction 
using regular household items 
including 15,000 dominoes, 
cups, K’nex, wooden blocks and 
Hot Wheels ramps. The design 
featured seven Rube Goldberg 

machines (a machine designed to 
complete a simple task through a 
series of complicated steps).

Some of the design elements 
are planned beforehand but the 
majority are created on the spot.

“The idea you have in your head 
for the design may seem ridiculous 
but if you set your mind to it and 
have a good team, you can build 
anything,” said Huang.

The entire chain reaction took 
about six minutes to complete.

Huang believes that chain reaction 
is a way to demonstrate otherwise 
complex ideas such as physics 
in a manner that is easy for kids 
to understand. He hopes these 
events inspire younger audiences 
to build chain reactions and 
pursue careers in STEM.

For the past three years, Huang 
and his team have hosted the 
annual chain reaction event 
REACTICA at the Children’s 
Discovery Museum in San Jose. 
He started the event on his own 
but brought on teammates after 
meeting chain reaction builders 
like himself online.

Huang started building smaller 
domino chain reactions seven 
years ago in middle school and 
was encouraged by others to start 
a YouTube channel to share this 
passion. Huang has more than 
4,500 subscribers on his Flash 
Domino YouTube channel and 
hopes to inspire others to build 
their own chain reactions. 

The current world record is held 
by Latvian e-commerce company 
Scandiweb.
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Alex Huang and his team build 
complex chain reactions for their 
annual REACTICA event. 

Breaking
A Record



Alumni
Kevin Zucco 
Executive Principal, ZFA Structural Engineers

Jason Hsia 
Design Engineer, Gregory P. Luth & Associates

Monica Fiedler-Ross 
Civil Analyst, Kimley-Horn
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Monica Fiedler-Ross graduated from 
Cal Poly in 2016 with a degree in civil 
engineering and is now an Engineer in 
Training (EIT) and civil analyst at Kimley-
Horn in San Diego. As an analyst, she has 
worked on large-scale projects including 
the Mid-Coast Trolley in San Diego and 
the San Diego County Regional Airport.

At Cal Poly, Fiedler-Ross was president 
of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers and involved in the Institute 
of Transportation Engineers student 
chapters. Fiedler-Ross was first inspired 

to pursue a career in civil engineering 
after a firm tour during her freshman year 
of college when she visited the Transbay 
Terminal project in San Francisco. 

“Visiting the project made me realize 
the impact I could make in communities 
and cities as a civil engineer. From there, 
I knew this was the right career for me,” 
said Fiedler-Ross.

Kimley-Horn is a platinum Partner of Cal 
Poly Civil and Environmental Engineering. 

Jason Hsia graduated from Cal Poly 
in 2017 with a bachelor and master’s 
degree in civil engineering. He is a design 
engineer at Gregory P. Luth & Associates, 
a firm based in Santa Clara, California 
specializing in structural engineering.

As an undergraduate, Hsia was a pledge 
marshal for Chi Epsilon honor society and 
served on the executive board for the Cal 
Poly American Society of Civil Engineers. 
As captain of the 2016 ASCE Pacific 
Southwest Conference transportation 
competition team, Hsia led the team to 

propose improvements for the I-405/I-710 
interchange in Los Angeles and was first 
among 17 entries from universities in 
California, Nevada, Arizona and Hawaii. 

Hsia was a student assistant for Caltrans 
District 5 and completed a 3-D design 
for a project to repave Highway 101 past 
Atascadero. He also designed a drainage 
system and rock slope protection for 
erosion control in San Miguel. Gregory P. 
Luth & Associates is a silver Partner of Cal 
Poly Civil and Environmental Engineering.

Kevin Zucco graduated from Cal 
Poly in 1992 with a degree in civil 
engineering and concentrated in both 
structural and geotechnical engineering. 
Zucco has worked at ZFA Structural 
Engineers, a firm started by his father, 
since 1993 in the Santa Rosa, Sonoma 
County and San Francisco offices. ZFA 
Structural Engineers is involved in a 
diverse portfolio of projects including 
educational, retail, residential and historic 
buildings. 

As an executive principal, Zucco has 
worked on  a variety of projects including 
the retrofitting of the Napa County 
Historical Courthouse and a four-story fire 
training center in Hayward. The training 
center has mechanisms to create fire 

and smoke hazards to mimic a real fire 
emergency. The design features a heavy 
water drainage system, collapsed parking 
lot and a BART-like subway.

“My favorite part about these projects 
is that once the public gets to use these 
facilities, they really appreciate the work 
our firm does,” said Zucco.

Sustainability is an important part of 
Zucco’s work, and he believes that an 
effective design takes into account 
not just the site but also the economic 
impact. 

ZFA Structural Engineers is a platinum 
Partner and lab sponsor of Cal Poly Civil 
and Environmental Engineering. 



Since the 1990s Earth Systems has been 
donating drilling services for use in the 
geotechnical engineering classes. The 
machinery is an integral part of the Learn 
by Doing experience in the CE 581 
advanced geotechnical engineering class 
and gives students an understanding of 
common practices on job sites to prepare 
them as future geotechnical engineering 
professionals. 

Earth Systems is a geotechnical engineering 
firm headquartered in San Luis Obispo that 
specializes in the applied earth sciences, 
construction observation, materials testing 
and environmental assessments. Earth 
Systems is a silver Partner of Cal Poly Civil 
and Environmental Engineering.

Earth Systems
Supports Learn 
by Doing
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Experimental Approach  
to Analyzing 2-D Flow
Jesse Sanchez, a third-year 
civil engineering transfer 
student, participated in a 12-
week internship at UC Merced 
last summer studying an 
experimental approach to 2-D 
horizontal flow phenomena 
in thin films through the 
ASPIRES (Accelerated STEM 
Pathways through Internships, 
Research, Engagement and 
Support) program. Sanchez 
shared his research at the 
2018 Hispanic Engineers 
National Achievement 
Awards Conference poster 
presentation in October. 

His experimental approach 
used horizontal soap films 
as nearly identical physical 
replicas of 2-D fluid to better 

analyze flow phenomena 
relating to turbulence. His 
work focused primarily on 
the design of an apparatus 
that used an electro-motion 
guide wire system to propel 
soap films across a horizontal 
test channel. Experimental 
studies of 2-D flow have 
significant implications on 
vortex dynamics related to 
oceanic and atmospheric 
analysis, 2-D turbulence and 
transition mechanisms in 
shear flow. 

Sanchez worked in the 
Water and Energy Lab at 
UC Merced under Principal 
Investigator Dr. Yanbao 
Ma and Dr. Krishna Shah, a 
postdoctoral scholar. 

Students use drill rig during 
geotechnical engineering class activity. 

Jesse Sanchez is a civil 
engineering student.
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Changing 
Industry
When he earned his civil 

engineering degree from Cal 
Poly in 1982, Randell Iwasaki 

didn’t think he’d ever find himself 
planning infrastructure that would 
support autonomous vehicles.

But today’s transportation planning 
entails much more than interchanges 
and overpasses.

“These days, people employed in 
transportation are likely to know 
just as much about big data and 
wireless networks as potholes and 
pavement,” said Iwasaki, who is the 
executive director of the Contra Costa 
Transportation Authority (CCTA).

Iwasaki’s efforts to modernize 
California transportation is one reason 
he was recently presented with the 
Engineering Award by the Beavers, 
a heavy engineering construction 
association founded in 1955 to 
promote and encourage the field.

“It is such an honor to receive the 
Beavers Award for Engineering 
because the nominations and the 
selection panel are your peers,” 
Iwasaki said. “These are people who 
know the work, know the industry 
and are building the transportation 
infrastructure we use every day.”

Iwasaki’s interest in the field came from 
an uncle, a former civil engineering 
professor at Colorado State University.
“When I visited, he used to take me on 
tours of the labs,” Iwasaki said. “I was 
amazed at what civil engineers got to 
work on.”

After earning his bachelor’s from Cal 
Poly, Iwasaki joined the California 
Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans),where he rose through the 
ranks and was appointed director by 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2009. 

Frequently honored, in his current 
role, he often seeks partnerships with 
technology and automotive companies 
to develop the next generation of 
transportation solutions.

“One of the most challenging parts of 
my job has been working to change 
people’s opinions about technology 
and transportation,” he said. “I worked 
on the first fog warning system, or 
Intelligent Transportation System, 
project in the nation for Caltrans when 
I was with the agency, and I’ve helped 
lead both an autonomous vehicle 
test facility and a shared autonomous 
vehicle pilot program here in Contra 
Costa County.”

Last fall, California voters opted to 
keep a recently enacted gas tax hike to 
pay for a major infrastructure program 

— a move Iwasaki said will greatly 
improve transportation.

“Transportation has not had a steady, 
reliable investment for many years – 
which makes it very difficult to plan for 
the future when you don’t know how 
much money you’re going to have for 
bus service or to complete projects,” 
he said. “Hopefully, this funding will be 
used not only to fix the most vulnerable 
parts of our system, but also to plan for 
the future.”

Iwasaki has remained connected 
to Cal Poly, where he was named 
Honored Alumni in 2017. He 
donated an Intelligent Transportation 
Systems Laboratory to the College of 
Engineering and serves on the advisory 
boards for both the college and the 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Department. He also supports the 
student chapter of the Institute of 
Transportation Engineers at Cal Poly 
through visits to campus, guest lectures 
and mentorship.

Cal Poly, Iwasaki said, provided him with 
experiential learning.

“You didn’t just learn about how to 
survey,” he said. “You were required to 
go out and do it.”

Randell Iwasaki announces a partnership with 
AAA Northern California at the GoMentum 

Station in Contra Costa County.



Study 
Abroad

Kristen McFarland
Civil Engineering ‘18
USAC Torino, Italy

“Besides learning how 
to make ravioli, I’ve 
learned the importance of 
understanding how to adapt 
to other cultures. Some of 
the history I learned can be 
related back to present day, 
both negative and positive. 
I’ve also learned to be more 
patient and open-minded.”

Sydney Poyd 
Civil Engineering ‘18
TEAN, Chiang Mai, Thailand

“I was given the opportunity 
to experience and embrace 
a culture so different from 
my own and met lifelong 
friends who I may never have 
interacted with otherwise. I 
developed a new mindset 
through both cultural 
experiences and interactions 
with peers from my program 
and Thai friends.”

Zachary Bear
Civil Engineering, Senior
Munich, Germany Exchange

“In just five months I made 
lifelong friends from all around 
the world, saw some of the 
most iconic and beautiful 
places in Europe, became 
immersed in an entirely new 
culture and studied in a world 
renowned engineering city. 
Studying abroad changed 
the way I see the world, other 
cultures and my life for the 
better.”
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Students share their most 
memorable moments while 
studying abroad. For more 
information about our study 
abroad programs, visit ceenve.
calpoly.edu/study-abroad.

Sydney

Kristen

Kristen

Sydney

Zachary



Students from the Society of Environmental 
Engineers were awarded second place for their 
comprehensive and creative plan at the annual Air 
and Waste Management Association conference in 
Hartford, Connecticut, last June. They participated 
in Environmental Challenge International, a mock 
consulting competition, and were tasked with 
developing a plan to upgrade energy production 
and conservation at college campuses in 
Connecticut while trying to be as sustainable as 
possible. 

Students submitted a proposal and presentation 
to clients about technical solutions to alternative 
energy challenges facing Connecticut with respect 
to environmental, social and economic aspects. 

ECi Team Places Second
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Building Portable Power
Solar power is the fastest growing renewable 
resource in the world, but there are still areas 
where its use is not practical. Last year, Cal Poly 
Engineers for a Sustainable World built a low-cost, 
easy-to-build solar-powered cart that makes it 
possible to provide portable power in any terrain. 
The solar panels charge on-board batteries and 
power outlets on the cart, and provide shade for 
operators.

The cart can supply AC and DC power making it 
highly versatile. The solar panels are adjustable 
and allow for manual tracking of the sun for higher 
efficiency. A rugged steel frame and wheels provide 
support and allow for mobility in most conditions 
or terrain.

This year the project team plans to utilize a Rasp-
berry Pi computer and an Arduino to track data 
from the solar panel, such as usage, efficiency 
and optimal weather conditions. The team is also 
working to add an additional storage area and a 
worktop to allow operators to comfortably work 
in various applications. Following completion, the 
cart can be used for any application that requires 
mobile power.

Club Connections

ECi Team: Anika Narula, Thomas Reaser,  
Shea Oades and Ashley Green

Pictured from left: Mathis Weyrich, Luc Tousignant, Kelly 
McGartland, Devon Martin, Bryce Peterson and Bridget Carr.



Student clubs and organizations are an integral part of our department curriculum 
and give our students unique, hands-on opportunities to become successful and 
resourceful professionals in their fields.
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The concrete canoe team held its annual 
Practice Casting Day on Nov. 10 and 
accomplished an important project 
milestone. With the help of 60 volunteers, 
the team captains constructed a 19-foot 
canoe made of lightweight yet durable 
concrete and carbon fiber. The team tested 
and experimented with innovative ideas 
that may be implemented in the final 
canoe. This quality assurance method is 
an integral part of the team’s continued 
success in the ASCE Concrete Canoe 
Competition. 

The concrete canoe team looks forward 
to competing for their third straight ASCE 
national championship.

Preparing a Champion

Last fall the steel bridge team 
achieved its fundraising goal with 
help from generous sponsors and 
recruited for the 2019 team. The 
team held their annual “Design 
Day” to teach new members how 
to use AutoCAD and SAP2000 to 
design their bridges. The team 
will work on bridge fabrication 
during winter quarter.

ASCE hosted their annual 
fall bonfire at Grover Beach 
with several engineering 
clubs including the Society of 
Environmental Engineers, Institute 
of Transportation Engineers, 
CalGeo and Society of Women 
Engineers. Over 60 students 
participated in the event making 
it the best-attended ASCE bonfire 
event to date. 

American Society of 
Civil Engineers

This fall Chi Epsilon, the honor 
society for civil and environmental 
engineers, helped fellow students 
study for the Fundamentals of 
Engineering (FE) exam by holding 
review sessions. These sessions 
covered everything from basic 
calculus and statistics to advanced 
fluid mechanics. Chi Epsilon’s 
goal is for students to pass the FE 
exam in their first attempt. 

Chi EpsilonSteel Bridge

CalGeo’s GeoWall project team 
invited incoming students to 
the beach for a day of fun and 
food at its annual fall barbecue. 
The barbecue encouraged new 
students to join the club and 
get hands-on geotechnical 
engineering experience. At the 
beach, students competed in 
a mini-cantilever competition 
that challenged participants to 
construct a cantilever inside a 
cupful of sand. 

CalGeo

Students participate in the annual Practice Casting Day.



C
ows that lived decades ago could 
potentially pose a risk to the 
environment and public health, 

according to a NASA-supported study 
that involved Professor Tryg Lundquist.

The new findings, which suggest that 
emission estimates for California and 
even globally might be lower than 
expected, could spark further changes 
in the way farmers operate.

“One example might be decreasing 
the amount of manure that is spread 
on fields as fertilizer,” said Lundquist.

The study looked specifically at the 
impact cow manure – specifically, 
manure from long ago – has by 
creating harmful ammonia.

“Air pollution is a major health concern 
in many regions of California, and 
ammonia is a contributor,” he said.

For six years, Lundquist has 
collaborated with an innovative 
environmental research firm, Goleta-
based Bubbleology Research 
International, Inc. (BRI), on trace 
gas emissions measurements. In the 
NASA-supported study, which involved 
an international team, researchers 
targeted subdivisions built on former 
dairies in San Bernardino County. 
In recent decades, urbanization has 
converted many dairies into suburban 
communities.

To reach their conclusions, BRI used 
an automobile-mounted atmospheric 
chemistry lab, called AMOG, and 
satellite data to create emissions 
maps. Information collected from the 
former dairy land was compared to 
communities in the area that had never 
been dairies.

“The main finding of the just-
published study is that land that was 
used decades earlier for dairies and 
then was converted to subdivisions still 
emits ammonia,” Lundquist said. “The 
source might be manure and urine that 
was applied – or perhaps applied in 
excess – as fertilizer to dairy cropland.”

Lundquist noted that this was a small 
first study. But its conclusions raise 
questions about the long-term impacts 
of cattle. California dairies have 1.7 
million milk cows, which generate tons 
of manure. That manure can be spread 
on fields to fertilize animal feed crops, 
Lundquist added.

“This recycles the nutrients in the 
manure, but some of the manure 
nutrients are converted into emissions 
of the air pollutant ammonia gas,” 
Lundquist said.

The resulting gas from the former 
dairies are called “legacy emissions.”

“Legacy emissions means that today’s 
dairy emissions are not only from the 
number of cows today and their waste, 

but also what happened in prior years 
and even decades,” said Ira Leifer, BRI’s 
CEO and chief scientist.

While the BRI study suggests emissions 
might be worse than we thought, 
Lundquist said the new information will 
help address the problem while helping 
farmers.

“In the future, I hope to help suggest 
and test practical changes to dairy 
waste management that will further 
improve the sustainability of the 
dairy industry while reducing its 
environmental footprint and maintaining 
the high quality of California dairy 
products,” Lundquist said.

Waste management efforts is one 
possible option. And Lundquist 
recently received funding to research 
waste management methods. Another 
approach is even more basic: Use fewer 
cows.

In a separate project, Chris Lupo, who 
chairs Cal Poly’s Computer Science 
and Software Engineering Department, 
analyzed massive data collected from 
cattle in an effort to optimize genetic 
selection, which could help farmers 
breed the best milk-producing cows.

“If we can produce the same milk with 
fewer cattle, this has less cost for the 
farmer and less environmental impact,” 
Lupo said.
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Tryg Lundquist is an environmental engineering professor.

Cattle
Effect

Th
e



New Faculty
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Amro El Badawy 
Assistant Professor, Environmental
Amro El Badawy joined the department 
in the fall as an assistant professor in 
environmental engineering. He earned his 
doctorate in environmental engineering 
from the University of Cincinnati in 2011 
and first came to Cal Poly in 2014 as 
the W.M. Keck Foundation Postdoctoral 
Fellow. Prior to joining Cal Poly, he 
worked for Pegasus Technical Services 
Inc. as an on-site contractor for the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 
National Risk Management Research Lab. 

El Badawy’s research has been focused 

primarily on assessing environmental and 
health risks of engineered nanomaterials 
(ENMs); understanding how the 
physiochemical properties of ENMs govern 
their environmental fate, transport and 
toxicity, and determining the physiological 
pathways involved in the response of 
microbes to ENMs. 

He is working to establish multidisciplinary 
research to unlock the potential of 
nanotechnology to address pressing global 
challenges including climate change and 
water scarcity.

Hani Alzraiee 
Assistant Professor, Construction
Hani Alzraiee joined the department in 
the fall as an assistant professor in civil 
engineering specializing in construction. 
He earned his doctorate in construction 
engineering and management from 
Concordia University in 2013. Prior 
to joining Cal Poly, Alzraiee worked 
in the construction industry on large-
scale projects with a focus on design, 
management, cost, scheduling, risk and 
control. 

His research interests include construction 
operation simulation, Building Information 
Modeling-based tools for project 

monitoring, control and infrastructure 
rehabilitation.

Alzraiee’s paper titled “Dynamic planning 
of construction activities using hybrid 
simulation” was the recipient of the best 
paper award at the 30th International 
Symposium on Automation and Robotics in 
Construction and Mining (ISARC).

As an educator, Alzraiee hopes to 
empower students with applicable skills 
and knowledge of real engineering 
problems. 

Simin Akbariyeh 
Postdoctoral Teaching Fellow, Water Resource
Simin Akbariyeh is a postdoctoral teaching 
fellow with nine years of research and 
teaching experience in hydrology. She 
received her doctorate in civil engineering 
with a specialization in water resources 
from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. 
After receiving her Ph.D., she pursued 
postdoctoral research at Northern Arizona 
University in water resources engineering.

Akbariyeh’s research is primarily focused on 
groundwater hydrology and contamination. 
Her recent work involved post-processing 
data from climate models coupled 

with hydrological models to estimate 
groundwater recharge. She has various 
published papers in peer-reviewed journals 
such as the Journal of Containment 
Hydrology, Vadose Zone Journal and 
Resources, Conservation and Recycling.

As an educator, Akbariyeh hopes to 
lead students to learn both the theory 
and science behind every concept while 
inspiring them to discover the application 
of these theories in the outside world. 



More than 100 students, faculty, staff and company 
representatives attended the first CE/ENVE Partners 
Dinner held Dec. 7, 2018, in the Advanced Technologies 
Lab. The dinner, which the department plans to host 
annually, connected students with industry professionals 
and celebrated this year’s scholarships recipients. 

The evening began with a networking hour for students, 
faculty and industry professionals. Students sat at 
company-sponsored tables for dinner and were able 
to learn about employment opportunities within the 
companies. CENG Dean Amy S. Fleischer was the keynote 
speaker and spoke about the importance of making a 
conscious effort to create a more inclusive environment. 

At the end of the night, this year’s 25 scholarship recipients 
were acknowledged for their accomplishments. 

We would like to give a special thank you to all those who 
attended and made this event so successful!

First Partners 
Dinner Success
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Dean Amy S. Fleischer, Chevron 
company representatives and faculty.
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Industrial Partnership  
Program

Laboratory Sponsors

Gold Sponsors Silver and Bronze Sponsors
Caltrans
Jensen Design & Survey Inc. 
Stratus Environmental Inc.
Earth Systems
Econolite
Gregory P. Luth & Associates Inc.
Cotton, Shires, and Associates Inc.
Murphy Structural Engineers
TRC Companies Inc.
FTF Engineering
Golden State Bridge Inc.

LSC Transportation Consultants 
Adams Streeter Civil Engineers
Yeh and Associates Inc.
GeoSolutions Inc.
Monterey Mechanical Co.
Carollo Engineers Inc.
Rutherford + Chekene
MSD Professional Engineering Inc.
Water Works Engineers
Praxis Engineering
Preload LLC

We would like to give special recognition to our Partners. We thank you for your contribution 
to our department and investment in our students.

For more information about donating or becoming part of our Industrial Partnership Program 
visit ceenve.calpoly.edu. 

Platinum Sponsors

NTK Construction Inc.
Mott MacDonald Group
Kittelson & Associates Inc.
Sage Engineers
Fehr & Peers



1 Grand Avenue
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
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Our concrete canoe team is one of our 
prized traditions and has been part of 
student life for over 30 years. Through 
teamwork, leadership and hard work, 
the Cal Poly concrete canoe team has 
placed in the top five in 12 of the last 14 
years with five national titles. 

In concert with the Cal Poly-hosted 
Pacific Southwest Regional Conference, 
we’ve launched the Concrete Canoe 
Endowment fund to support the team’s 
successes into the future. All donations 
will be matched by the Cal Poly 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Industrial Partnership Program fund 
through April 5, 2019.

By supporting this endowment, you 
are sustaining our concrete canoe 
team’s excellence and building the next 
generation of engineers.

To learn more and donate visit
ceenve.calpoly.edu/endowment.

BE PART OF 
HISTORY


